Bricks, Tires and Speed Desires
Wendover Will:
The next time you roll into Wendover, the split-city along Interstate 80 on
the Nevada/Utah border and gateway to
the Bonneville Salt Flats, make it a point
to go see “Wendover Will.” This big neon
cowboy that rises 61-feet into sky was the
giant mechanical sign that beckoned travelers to visit the State Line Hotel and
Casino for a half century until new owners
bought the property and wanted WW
gone.
The good citizens of Wendover rescued their beloved landmark from
extinction and he was moved to the center
of Wendover Boulevard at the west end of
town. They mounted a commemorative
program to offset construction costs and
future maintenance of the new town monument last year that included specially
minted coins, engraved paver bricks and a
brass plaque.
I stumbled upon this effort at the
close of Speedweek last year and thought
it would be most appropriate to install the
names, top speed and year of the last run
of those fallen heroes - racers who had
paid the most dear price of all in the participation of their sport - at the feet of the
friendly cowpoke.
With the help of Kerrie Supanich at
the West Wendover Tourism and Convention Bureau city officials agreed to assist in
perpetuating the racing legacies of John
Donaldson, Athol Graham, Glenn Leasher, Bob Herda, Noel Black, Nolan White
and John Beckett - land speed racers who
died while racing on the salt. All the “fallen hero bricks were laid together at the
base of the monument and the brass
plaque has been affixed to the base upon
which WW stands. Athol Graham’s brick
is being replaced to correct the misspelling of his last name.
When the BNI board turned down
my idea to fund the project, I turned to
the racing community at large. It would
have been easy just to write a check
myself, and several folks wanted to do the
same, but I fervently believed the best gift
would be to have as many LSR folks as
possible contribute, that it ought to be gift
from the community and therefore limited
the amount individuals could donate. In
the end, Rick White, Bob Knapp, Randy
Pierce, Joe Timney, Eric Rickman, Roy
Creel, Ed Van Scoy, John Backus, John
Springer, Joe Amo, Gail and Al Phillips,
Mary and Jim True stepped up with cash.
The city still has additional minted
silver and brass commemorative medallions for sale and intends to place a second
order for bricks as soon they accumulate
another 100 donations. That means you
can get your own brick! Contact Kerrie
toll-free at 866.299.2489 or via email
using: ksupanich@westwendovercity.com.
On behalf of all LSR enthusiasts, I thank
the City of West Wendover for their sensitive handling of this “memorial within a
memorial” at the new WW monument.
Eagle Scout Land Speed Racer:
Land speed racer Brent Singleton, of
Ogden, Utah will have picked up a national award at the EPA and met with
President Bush at the White House by the
time you read this. This youthful spark
was the first person to race a hybrid on the
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salt at the 2003 USFRA World of Speed.
He sent me his speech, asking if I
could help him improve it, but I saw no
reason to change a thing, and thought all
of you ought to see what one of America’s
teenagers had to say in Washington D.C.
on behalf of land speed racing. Below are
his April 4th remarks - unedited.
“I want to thank the EPA for recognizing my experiments with alternative

Land Speed Racer Brent Singleton
accepts his EPA Clean Air Award from
William L. Wehrum, Acting Assistant
Administrator of the US EPA’s Office of
Air and Radiation.

fuels on sanctioned racetracks. It is an
honor to be recognized in the same light
as my co-recipients at an organizational
level. Furthermore, it is an honor to be
recognized as an individual.
I want to thank those who have supported me. Teachers, KTA Electrical
Services, National Hot Rod Association,
National Electric Drag Racing Association, Utah Salt Flats Racing Association,
my fellow electric vehicle association
members with me here today, Salt Lake
City Clean Cities Coalition and especially
my Dad, because among other things, he’s
my pit crew.
My passion to be environmentally
friendly has given me many wonderful
experiences. I race for education and public awareness. There are no trophies or
prizes, but I know I am doing the right
thing for the right reason.
I really appreciate the Utah Salt Flats
Racing Association for allowing me to
experiment on the salt flats with wind turbines and solar panels and stuff on my
vehicles. I guess you would have to see the
movie “The World’s Fastest Indian,”
starring Anthony Hopkins, to understand
who we are on the hallowed proving
grounds of Bonneville Salt Flats, these are
special people.
I caught salt fever when I did a science fair project in junior high school
about how Bonneville Salt Flats is reducing in size. My Eagle Scout Project
enlisted my scout troop to act as a science
librarian towards helping Bureau of Land
Management save the salt flats for future
generations.
I am excited to say that the world’s
fastest wheel driven vehicle (458 mph), the
Turbinator, has accepted my challenge to
run alternative fuels. The owners, the
Vesco Family, have agreed how wonderful
it would be to demonstrate for public
awareness the development of environmentally friendly high performance
alternative fuels of the future.
I am honored to be able to meet
President Bush and receive the President’s
Award. I understand that I am the first to

receive both the President’s Environmental Youth Award and Clean Air Excellence
Award.
Wish me luck, because last week I
won the opportunity to compete for
scholarships at the Intel International Science and Engineering Fair in May in
Indianapolis, Indiana. I wonder how
NASCAR folks will feel about my being in
town. Thank you.”
If Brent keeps this up, we may have to
take up a button collection for proud poppa Kent Singleton, who must be busting
with pride over his kid’s astonishing focus,
resolve and contribution to a better world
- using racing no less! Don’t just take my
word for it, wander over to Brent’s website
www.savethesaltflats.com and see for
yourself what one of tomorrow’s brightest
lights shining on land speed racing horizon is doing. Be sure to click into the
“pics” section to read about his science
projects.
You have made us all proud Brent –
Congrats!

No Tires? How About Kevlar Rubber
Bands?:
It’s no secret that the big mile-perhour end of the sport is slowly being
paralyzed by the lack of quality high-speed
tires. One racer, rather than moaning
about it, did something about it this past
winter.
“I don’t understand it,” observed land
speed racer Joe Law, “Tires are made for
so many other forms of motorsports, some
a lot more dangerous than land speed racing and I haven’t heard of others being
sued because the tire failed and someone
got hurt. I don’t understand why land
speed racing is so feared.”
Law, a former West Virginia coal
miner, has a rather dauntless outlook on
life and its challenges, especially if those
challenges get in the way of his racing.
Law owns and drives the Grumpy Ol’
Men lakester, once the fastest fenderless
car on the salt at 355MPH. One of the
sport’s most respected racers, Law also
owns the worlds fastest street roadster title
(244MPH) a record set in August of 1991
C class that remains unbroken to this day.
A couple years back he put a rookie,
Tricia Kisner, behind the wheel and she
romped from zero to over 300 in eight
runs picking up Top Speed of the Meet
and spanking all the men and streamliners
in the process.
Any hopes of going faster meant putting the wheels under sheet metal and
morphing the car into a streamliner. However, the frontal area on the car has
precious little space for a conventional
wheel and tire set-up, so Law engineered a
pair of Kevlar rubber bands sandwiched
between two solid wheel halves that fit
nicely.
“I’ve been thinking about it for a couple years,” Law told me, “there is only so
much traction out there on the salt and to
go faster you have to get rid of aero drag
and that meant covering the wheels, but I
had to find a source to make the belts
first.”
His idea uses a half-inch thick Kevlar
cord mixed with a bit of rubber and then
sandwiched between aluminum wheel
halves. The rubber bands were made by a

sympathetic, but anonymous source that
wants to remain that way - at least until
Joe conducts some actual tests out on the
course. It is just this type of genius that
makes land speed racers so incredibly
matchless in the world of motorsports.
The ingenuity is an ever-percolating phenomenon out on the great white dyno.
Unlike a similar idea invented by
Bruce Crower, Law has contoured his rubber bands to match his pneumatic tire

profile to minimize, if not eliminate any
adverse effects to the racing surface. The
4340 steel axle goes through the spindles
and he relies on rack and pinon steering.
“The car has only rolled a few feet
back and forth in the trailer,” he continued
about the 32-foot long car, “I plan to drive
it as a streamliner this year, but only after
the SCTA inspect and approve the new
configuration. I want this to work, and will
put in the time to work out any bugs.”
The “Grumpaliner” car weighs 3,800
lbs, wet, with driver after breakfast and is
16-inches high in the front, grows to six
feet in the back with the wing and needs
only 39-inches for the comfortable roll
cage.
Although hopeful his idea will work;
he leaves nothing to chance and is packing
all the lakester parts. He and one other
person can restore the car’s lakester set-up
in about four hours. If that happens, look
for Trish Kisner to climb back in and
bump up her lakester record.
“We’ll use the same suspension as the
lakester,” explained Law, who will make
the maiden voyage, “You need suspension
out there, the place isn’t that smooth.
About an inch will do the job, just enough
to take out that bit of shock.”
Built in 1994, I figured Law would be
used to the car by now, I was taken aback
by his explanation of a typical run; he is
never really comfortable in the car
because so much time passes in between
runs.
“Fast doesn’t last too long,” he
revealed about life past 300MPH, “it only
takes about 75 seconds to make a 5 mile
run and there is not much to look at out
there and what there is goes by quick. It’s
the biggest rush you can get and I believe
because you are so amped up that the
heart can’t get oxygen to the brain fast
enough. My Adrenaline runs at the same
speed every time - wide open. I’m breathing so hard at the end of the run it’s as
though I pushed the car 5 miles, not drove
it.”
Confident about land speed racing’s
future, Law thinks there ought to be a “4”
club chapter in the 200MPH Club where
qualifiers get a gold hat and then later a
“5” chapter that snags a platinum lid. If
those rubber bands work out, we might
need to place an order.

